15 DAYS »
Zombie Mountaineer-Cowboy faceoff. Your best defense is here
Download the app (free) before you get into pumpkin slaying. Join the CVHS Cowboy community in the Sea of
Orange Homecoming Parade, "A Cowboy Dream" Saturday, October 29. The veterinary center's 1953
Museum on Wheels piloted by Bill Clay ('70) leads the 5th Annual Scottie Brigade and Pete's Pet
Posse. Faculty, students, staff and friends with animals or without are welcome to participate. All creatures are
welcome on a leash or halter and must be current on vaccinations. Parade staging information is coming
soon. Contact me at 405-612-5359.

WHAT'S YOUR SPIRIT ANIMAL? »
Considering a serial sharp-shooter? If evidence suggests you master challenges (and targets) like a Cowboy,
why not look the part? SCAVMA hosts catalog sales of CVHS branded items and apparel electronically
mailed quarterly. However, if you've ghosted us, you won't receive it. Keep your contact current here or here

BRAINS EXPOSED »
Celebrate neuroscience today at the Distinguished Alumni Luncheon. The behaviors of these alums support
bizarre academic and research excellence. Truly undead stuff. It's not hard to spot the accomplishments of
these specimens - the intellectual papers, the walk, the super-well-developed cerebellum and cerebral cortex....
To say their dominant brain-power makes us proud is an understatement. For 2016, these awardees were
selected through nominations from their peers for the distinction of CVHS Distinguished Alumni in the
disciplines of academia, research and practitioner. We honor Donald D. Holmes ('54), Thomas G. Loafmann
('63) and Mark R. Duffy ('94). Ticketing for this event is closed but if you happen upon these alums speak your
praise. Class Representatives, encourage your classmates to nominate an alumnus for the 2017 term go

SO, THIS IS TERRIFYING »
Alumni funds are bone dry. I'm talking spine-tingling truth. The ONLY way we can advance alumni activities
and events is through your ongoing contributions. Help connect our most valuable resource, our people. Need
to hear about how your funds are used? Ring me at 405-744-5630. Be a ghost buster, your tax return, well,
might return.
All wandering spirits ♥ Fridays. Although, dwindling anything (like daylight) sucks. Because our budget vacancy
light is blinking, there's this button -- Go. Right. Now. "Only you can control your future." -- Dr. Seuss
GIVE and BE change.

Fancy a chat? sworrel@okstate.edu #scot1

